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BE THERE OR BE SQUARE!
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RANDOM FACTS
ABOUT SPLIT

Should you find yourself in our beautiful city on the following dates, make sure you don’t
miss out on hippest of the hip events

1 | ULTRA EUROPE
Ultra festival gathers all the
heavyweights of Electronic Dance
Music, with more than 150 acts over
3 days and 4 stages. State-of-theart sound systems, light shows and
fireworks take the Ultranauts to an
all-encompassing journey.
where: Poljud Stadium, Split
when: 15 – 17 July
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where: Split, various locations
when: June – September
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Summer colors of Split includes various
events, such as: Festival of Street
Performers, Classical Concert's in the
Diocletian's Palace Substructures &
Concert Programme on the Riva.
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 PLI'SKI LITNJI KOLURI
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1 Split has the highest number of
Olympic medals per population.
Toni Kukoč, Ivano Balić, Blanka
Vlašić, Goran Ivanišević &many
other famous sportsmen were
born here.
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3 | SPLIT SUMMER FESTIVAL
Split Summer Festival is an art festival,
building its reputation ever since 1954.
From jazz concerts and film festivals,
to exhibitions, performances and street
theatre, the most persistent and the
strongest organisation of the festival is
the Croatian National Theatre in Split.
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2 The Diocletian Palace is built like
a city within a city. It is one of the
biggest and well preserved late
antique palaces in the world.
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where: Split, various locations
when: 14 July – 14 August
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4 | SPLIT BEACH FESTIVAL
Split Beach Festival is the newest
coolest thing in the city of Split. Taking
place on the most famous local beach
Bačvice (just 10min walk from the city
center), all attendees will experience a
unique combination of EDM and open
air beach parties.
where: Bačvice
when: 4 – 6 August
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3 The emperor Diocletian brought
12 genuine Egyptian sphinxs to
Split. Only 1 survived and it has
been standing at Peristil since the
3rd century.

5 | “UDRI JAČE”
— FESTIVAL DEDICATED
TO DINO DVORNIK
Dino Dvornik (1964 – 2008) was a
Croatian singer, songwriter, music
producer, actor and reality television
star know as "the Croatian king of funk".
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where: split
when: 18 – 20 August

4 Despite the popular story that
Split has snowfall once in every
30 years, there is at least 1 every
winter, which means — serious
traffic difficulties.

6 | 21st SPLIT FILM FESTIVAL
Split Film Festival — International
Festival of New Film (founded 1996)
takes place every September in Split
and promotes all innovative, personal,
experimental, radical, subversive etc.
work of all genres, styles and lengths
preferably from outside the mainstream.

visa atm location

map
legend
#

where: w
 ww.splitfilmfestival.hr
when: 10 – 18 September
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ISLAND HOPPING
IN THE SKY
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5 The Game of Thrones was
also filmed in Split! Discover
the streets&walls of Meereen,
Daenarys’ throne room, the
dragons’ lair plus Missandei’s
bathing spot.
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REGULAR & PRIVATE
flights

DAILY PANORAMIC FLIGHTS
join us for awesome pictures
and memories

TRAVEL IN STYLE
and make your day
very special

DAILY CONNECTIONS
to Italy (Ancona, Pescara)

6 With its annual turnover of 3
million passengers and half a
million of vehicles, the port of
Split is the busiest port in the
Mediterranean after Naples and
Piraeus.

1.F DE MAR

free map

Fish & Steak Lounge restaurant

7.Cafe & restaurant
Marshal

13.FABRIQUE PUB
Fun and barbecue pub where you can enjoy
variety of beer labels and domestic craft,
taste delicious grill dishes and enjoy lively
atmosphere with resident Dj's.

19. The Diocletian Palace
Substructures

Moored between the breathtaking main
promenade, Riva, on one side and the
ACI marina on the other, F de mar boasts
stunning 180 degrees views of all that
Split truly is - sun, sea and history. Ideal
setting for a romantic dining experience or
stylish brunch with best wines from all over
Croatia. RECOMMENDED BY NY TIMES!

The menu consists of carefully selected meat
and fish Mediterranean cuisine, dishes from
seasonal ingredients until pastry prepared
by top chefs.The specialty of the restaurant
consists of exclusive dishes like Pate Negre
and an extensive wine list with more than
thirty domestic and foreign wines.

INFO
Obala kneza Branimira 14 a
+385 98 175 1271
www.fgroup.hr

INFO
Zadarska 13
+ 385 91 429 11 99
www.marmonthotel.com

INFO
Trg Franje Tudmana 3
+385 99 320 9330
FB Fabriquepub

INFO
Papalićeva 1
+385 21 360 171
www.mgst.net

2.Oyster & sushi bar Bota

8.Pizzeria Portas

14.EMANUEL VIDOVIć GALLERY

20. Svit u Split

 nique fusion of Japanese
U
and Dalmatian cuisine

25.MARMONT STREET
Although a conqueror, Napoleon's marshal
Marmont is responsible for the urbanisation
of Dalmatian cities, in return the citizens
of Split have named their most beautiful
street after him. From the Riva to the top
of Marmont street numerous shops line
up from right to left, turning this street
into one of the most important shopping
oases' of the city centre, while the top of the
street is thrusting with popular cafés and
restaurants.

The Diocletian Palace Substructures
represent one of the best preserved ancient
complexes of their kind in the world, and
hence are in many ways responsible for
the reason the historical core of Split was
in 1979 included on the UNESCO's World
Heritage list.

26. P
 USTI ME DA PROĐEM
— LET ME PASS

Travel agency & Heartmade souvenirs
A small family pizzeria with a tradition of
over 30 years is located at the entrance
(Golden gate) of the ancient Diocletian
city. They offer delicious pizzas, lasagna,
homemade pasta and daily fresh salads.
Visit them and enjoy tasty food on the most
beautiful terrace in Split.

Emanuel Vidović Gallery is dedicated to
the person and art of Emanuel Vidović
(Split, 1870-1953), one of the most eminent
Croatian artists. It is the place where
the artist's material and spiritual legacy
is gathered, studied, protected and
presented. In 2008, Gallery was nominated
for the prestigeous European Museum of
the Year Award (EMYA).

Everything they offer is designed and
heartmade in Croatia. To unlock the ancient
world of Roman Empire you don't need
travel machine. They will take you to the
magic of the historic stories and show you
the best of Croatia in their unique tours.
Feel the true Croatia and dive into beauty of
impressive natural and cultural heritage.

INFO
Morpurgova poljana 3
+385 21 488 648
www.bota-sare.hr

INFO
Kod Zlatnih vrata 1
+385 21 4828 88
www.pizzeriaportas.hr

INFO
Poljana kraljice Jelene bb
+385 21 360 155
www.galerija-vidovic.com

INFO
Kraj sv. Ivana 3
+ 385 98 914 4777
www.svitusplit.com / info@svitusplit.com

3. DeBelly
— restaurant & bar

9.Trattoria Tinel

15. Kavana disco bar
Vanilla

21.THE MEŠTROVIĆ GALLERY

27.4COFFEE SOUL FOOD

The Meštrović Gallery houses the
masterpieces of Ivan Meštrović carved in
marble, bronze, plaster and wood. It is
surrounded by a Mediterranean garden
which, with its bronze sculptures and the
view of the sea and of central Dalmatian
islands, makes a unique example of
landscape architecture.

They are a speciality coffee shop and a
small roastery: they roast and provide
premium speciality coffee. Located in
north-east tower of Diocletians wall,
recognised as a "hole in the wall".

Located in the city center at Morpurgo
square, this unique fusion concept offers
a variety of sushi rolls made of best fish
caught in the Adriatic sea, oyster's from
Mali Ston bay and other seafood specialties
characteristic for this region.

Located at the city center, near the
waterfront and the palace, DeBelly is ideal
for bigger groups but works just as well
for couples& singles. Cheerful & relaxed,
DeBelly is best known for its substantial
breakfast, spectacular burgers, fine
cocktails and the very best of Croatian
wines.

Tinel offers a wide selection of grilled fish,
fresh shellfish, various kind of meat dishes,
pasta, homemade desserts prepared by
excellent recipes.

The club has indoor air program and
external work (garden). The total capacity
of the club in 2000 peoples. For many
years the leading place of entertainment
the citizens and their guests . This year has
already traditional program Fridays: THE
YACHT WEEK party Saturdays: CLUB DISCO
NIGHT.

Pusti me da prođem or Let me pass is
claimed by some as the shortest and
narrowest street in the world! It wasn’t
part of Diocletian’s original floor-plan but
nonetheless gets its fair share of attention
from tourists visiting 1,700 year-old Jupiter’s
Temple which it is adjacent to.

INFO
Morpurgova poljana 2
+385 21 510 999
FB debelly.split

INFO
Tomica Stine 1
+385 829 2005
www.trattoria-tinel.com

INFO
Mediteranskih igara 21
+385 21 380 783 / +385 99 831 3050
www.vanilla.hr

INFO
Šetalište Ivana Meštrovića 46
+385 21 340 800
www.mestrovic.hr

INFO
Hrvojeva 9
+385 91 523 9465
fb 4coffeesoulfood

4.Hotel Park

10. Konoba Tusculum

16. MEŠTROVIĆ'S CRIKVINE
— KAŠTELET

22. Zipline

28.Hajduk Fan shop II

Be a part of our story
Hotel Park is a story which you want to
experience. At least once in your life. It
has always been a center of social life. The
citizens of Split are used to enjoy on the
terrace, a value passed on for generations.
Beautiful sunset giving the most romantic
tones and forming the perfect setting for
the most important events.

In the heart of Split, at the one of the most
beautiful sqaures is Konoba Tusculum.
They offer a wide range of homemade
authentic food like pasticada, Adriatic
tuna, many world classics like rib eye,
tenderloin and black angus burger.
With their kind staff, homemade rakija
and diverse wines you'll taste the real
Dalmatian style of life.

Meštrović's Crikvine — Kaštelet is a 16th
century Renaissance fortified agricultural
property of the Capogrosso family. Ivan
Meštrović bought it and reconstructed
(1939 – 1941) it into a church with a
cloister, to create a place of peace and
contemplation.

Adrenaline Zipline polygon is located in
the canyon of the river Cetina. It consists
of eight (8) steel wires across which the
guests go down in a harness. The longest
wire is 700m long and it is situated 150m
above the ground. A group of 10 guests
pass the polygon, accompanied by two
guides, within 3 hours.

Working hours:
Monday – Friday 9.00 – 20.00,
Saturday and Sunday 9.00 – 14.00

INFO
Hatzeov perivoj 3
+385 21 406 400
www.hotelpark-split.hr

INFO
Grabovčeva širina 1
+ 385 91 277 6669
—

INFO
Šetalište Ivana Meštrovića 39
+385 21 358 185
www.mestrovic.hr

INFO
zipline.croatia@gmail.com
+385 95 82 22 221
www.zipline-croatia.com

INFO
Split ferry port- passenger terminal
+385 21 583 769
fanshop@hajduk.hr

5.Tavern Lučac

11.BUGGY RENTAL

17.SPLIT CITY MUSEUM

23.MARJAN FOREST PARK

In a pleasant enviroment with everfriendly personnel, you'll enjoy traditional
Dalmatian dishes, fish & meat dishes.
Squid risotto,“pašticada“ and premium
Dalmatian smoked ham are a must try
dishes. With local dinning enrich your meal
with great wines from their rich wine list.

Enjoy your vacation or your leisure with
Buggy infection 800th Our lease is located
in Podstrana near Split, where you can
explore the surroundings and numerous
islands. A perfect companion for your next
adventure. He drives like a regular car, and
also do not need to wear an uncomfortable
helmet as with other models.

Split City Museum is situated in the GothicRenaissance palace of the noble family
Papalic built during the second half of the
15th and 16th centutry. It is one of the most
beautiful historical monuments in Split,
with interesting courtyard, well, loggia and
great hall on the first floor with wooden
painted Gothic ceiling.

Marjan Forest Park covers the westernmost
tip of Split Peninsula, it is 3.5 kilometres
long and 1.5 kilometres wide, with a view
towards Split, the surrounding islands,
the Kaštela Riviera, Solin and Trogir. It
is cherished by the citizens of Split for
generations and is considered the ‘lungs of
the city.’

INFO
Petrova 2
+385 21 490 266
www.konobalucac.com

INFO
Kralja Zvonimira 93
+385 95 244 5566
www.xover.eu

INFO
Papalićeva 1
+385 21 360 171
www.mgst.net

6.Konoba & Bar Makarun

12.DALMATIA GATEWAY

18. MEDIEVAL MILITARY PATROL
Path on the northern wall
of Diocletian's Palace

You'll find this tavern in the heart of
Split, offering you the finest flavours
of Dalmatian cuisine. Makarun is their
signature with fresh fish & meat from local
fishermans & farmers. While enjoying their
delicious meals you can get Croatian wine
by glass, cocktails and champagne.

Exclusive combination of rafting,
canyoning, caving & cliff jumping. It
is designed for adventurers, nomads
and travelers, as an unique mixture of
adrenaline and beautiful natural scenery
in the canyon of the Cetina river. Dalmatia
Getaway takes you across more than 11
kilometres of the river Cetina.

The military patrol path was built in the
15th century to defend the city that grew
out of the palace. The view from it will leave
an unforgettable experience for you.
Tickets can be purchased at the Split City
Museum.

INFO
Marulićeva 3, 21000 Split
+ 385 21 725 058
www.makarun.com

INFO
dalmatiagetaway@gmail.com
+385 95 391 9222
www.omis.holiday

INFO
Papalićeva 1
+385 21 360 171
www.mgst.net

FOODs TO TRY

+385 112 CALL FOR URGENT HELP
+385 192 POLICE
+385 194 EMERGENCY
+385 193 FIRE DEPARTMENT

Pašticada s njokama — stewed beef dish
cooked in special sauce with potato gnocchi

Rožata — custard pudding, similar to flan and
crème brûlée

ADDRESS:
Kavanjinova 2
PHONE:
+385 21 48 10 60

ADDRESS & PHONE NUMBER:
– City Center One / Vukovarska 207
+385 21 375 354
– Kaufland / 114. Brigade 6
+385 21 507 077

24.MATEJUŠKA PORT
Matejuška has been for centuries a port for
small boats owned by fishermen of Split,
the residents of Veli Varoš set sail from
there out to the sea to feed their families.
Matejuška is also known for socializing
among those who like to gather in good
spirits around a barbeque, in the company
of wine and song.

Visa ATM 114. Brigade 9 | BANA JELACICA 7 | BIHACKA 2 | BOKTULJIN PUT BB |
BOSANSKA 9 | BRIBIRSKA 10 | BRNIK BB | CESARCEVA 2A | ĆULIĆA DVORI BB | CVITE
FISKOVICA 3 | D.SIMUNOVICA 14 | I. GUNDULICA 26 | DOMOVINSKOG RATA 7, 9, 27C,
29, 30, 49, 53, 58, 93 | DOVERSKA 17 | DRAZANAC 72 | DUBROVACKA 1, 15, 21,
31 | DUJMOVACA B.B. | GAT SV. DUJE 1 | GORIČKA 10 | GRADISCANSKIH HRVATA 22 |
GUNDULICEVA 22, 40, 40A | HATZOV PERIVOJ 3 | HR.MORNARICA 1E | HRVOJEVA 2
| IVANA GUNDULICA 26A, 36 | IVANIČEVA 1 | JOSIPA JOVICA 63, 93 | J.PUPAČIĆA 4 | K.
ZVONIMIRA 25 | BOTKULJIN PUT BB | KAVANJINOVA 14 | KLAICEVA POLJANA 1 | KNEZA
DOMAGOJA 5 | KOMULOVICA PUT B.B. | KRALJA DRZISLAVA 22 | KRALJA P.SVACICA 2 |
KRALJA ZVONIMIRA 65A, 101 | KRALJICE JELENE 1 | KRANJČEVIĆEVA 45 | KRESIMIROVA
3 | KVATERNIKOVA 32 | LJ. POSAVSKOG 17 | LOVRETSKA 22 | MARMONTOVA 2, 3,
5, 12 | MATICE HRVATSKE 1 | MATOSEVA 1, 14, 16, 35, 25, 29 | MAZURANICEVO
SETALISTE 1, 2, 24B | MEDITERANSKIH IGARA 21 | M. TRIPALA 2 | MOLISKIH HRVATA
7 | MOSTARSKA, ZONA 6 | OB. K. DOMAGOJA 7,9 | OBALA HRV.NARODNOG PREPORODA
10, 12 | OBALA KARD. A. STEPINCA 2 | OBALA KNEZA BRANIMIRA 1, 14 | OBALA
KNEZA DOMAGOJA 1, 3, 12 | OBALA LAZARETA BB | OBROV 2 | PAPANDOPULOVA
1, 25 | K. TRPIMIRA 6 | POLJANA KRALJICE JELENE 1, 3 | POLJANA TINA UJEVICA 2 |
POLJICKA 8, 12, 14, 26,39 | PUJANKE 24 | PUT BRODARICA 4, 6 | PUT MOSTINA 1,
10 | PUT PAZDIGRADA BB | PUT PLOKITA 87 | PUT STINICA 1 | PUT SUPAVLA 15 | R.
BOSKOVICA 13, 18A | RAMSKA 2 | GAJA BULATA 5 | RUDERA BOSKOVICA 9,11,16,18,
19 | SETALISTE PAPE I. PAVLA I | SIMICEVA 31 | SINJSKA 2 | SIROBUJA BB | SPINCICEVA
1 | ULICA SLOBODE 7 | VELEBITSKA 68 | STARČEVIĆEVA 1 | SVAČIĆEVA 1 | TABLE 1,
23 | TOLSTOJEVA 6 | TRAJEKTNA LUKA | TRG BRACE RADICA 7 | TRG FRANJE TUDMANA
4 | TRG HRV. BR. ZAJEDNICE 3, 9 | TRUMBICEVA OB. 12 | ULICA KRALJA ZVONIMIRA
12 | ULICA SLOBODE 5, 33 | UVALA BACVICE BB | UVALA BALUNI 8 | VALPOVACKA 7
| VARAŽDINSKA 54 | VELEBITSKA 68, 123, 125 | VINKOVACKA 8, 21 | VUKOVARSKA
148, 186, 207 | Z. FRANKOPANSKA 2 | DOMOVIN. RATA 30 | HRV. PREPORODA 10 |
ZADARSKA 12,13 | ZAGREBACKA 35 | ZNJANSKA 2,4 | ZNJANSKA ULICA BR. 4 | ZRACNA
LUKA KASTELA BB | ZRINSKO FRANKOPANSKA 15 | ZVONIMIROVA 45, 48 |
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